ABOUT WISE
WISE works with organisations throughout the UK to inspire women and girls to pursue
science, technology, engineering and manufacturing (STEM) as pathways to exciting
and fulfilling careers. Our mission is to push the presence of women in STEM
occupations in the UK from 13% to 30% by 2020, boosting the talent pool to drive
economic growth.
The WISE Awards help to build the pipeline of female talent by identifying and promoting
role models to inspire the next generation.
Our website and social media platforms promote roles and opportunities in STEM to a
niche audience.
WISE consultants offer expertise to colleges, universities and companies seeking to
attract, retain and develop female talent.
We connect our growing membership of organisations and individuals in education and
industry to develop a powerful evidence-based case for change.
Join us as we celebrate 30 years of the WISE campaign in 2014 and shape the
workforce Britain needs for 30 years to come.
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Foreword
The WISE Awards 2013 in association with the Science Museum is our biggest
awards celebration yet, recognising the talent of individual females in science,
technology, engineering and manufacturing, and those who champion and
support them.
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We introduced three new award categories this year: WISE Girl shows what can
be achieved at a young age; WISE Apprentice will inspire other young women to
choose a technical apprenticeship and WISE Media will encourage creative use
of broadcast, print or social media to change public attitudes.
The nominations were impressive. The shortlist gives a flavour of the amazing
contributions women are making to advances in science, technology,
engineering and manufacturing in the UK today, and to the organisations and
individuals who support them. Companies large and small, professional
institutions, schools and universities from across the UK are represented.
There are stories of inspiring breakthroughs in health research, safer transport,
cleaner energy and technological innovation. Reflecting the classroom to board
room remit of WISE, the youngest is just 13 years old; others have a lifetime of
outstanding achievement. We congratulate them all.
Imagine what the country could achieve if we doubled the proportion of women
choosing to bring their talents into science, technology, engineering and
manufacturing. That is the WISE mission. We can do it – but only with your help.
My sincere thanks to the Science Museum, all our sponsors, WISE members and
partners whose generous support allows us to stage the WISE awards. Next year,
as we celebrate the 30th anniversary of the WISE campaign, we will be looking to
build a powerful alliance for change. Please join us to make a bigger difference.

Trudy Norris-Grey
Chair of WISE

Science Museum is extremely
proud to be the headline sponsor
of the WISE Awards 2013
As the home of human ingenuity, the Science Museum’s world-class collection
forms an enduring record of scientific, technological and medical achievements
from across the globe. Welcoming over 3 million visitors a year, the Museum aims
to make sense of the science that shapes our lives, inspiring visitors with iconic
objects, award-winning exhibitions and incredible stories of scientific achievement.
Find out more at sciencemuseum.org.uk

This season see our two major exhibitions:
Collider: step inside the word’s greatest experiment
Until 6 May 2014
Come on a journey inside the largest scientific experiment ever constructed. This
immersive exhibition blends theatre, video and sound art with real artefacts from
the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, recreating a visit to the famous particle physics
laboratory. We’ll take you behind the scenes to witness the uncovering of the Higgs
boson, explore the 27km collider and its cathedral-sized detector caverns, and
discover how studying the subatomic world can point the way to a fuller
understanding of our universe.
www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/collider

Only in England: Photographs by Tony Ray-Jones
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It’s an amazing feeling knowing
that the company I work for so
actively encourages, supports and
enables women to develop

WISE Corporate Leadership
Award
Sponsored by The Faculty of Engineering,
The University of Strathclyde

For a science, technology or engineering company
which has made a difference to the recruitment, retention
and progression of female talent.

Airbus Operations Ltd
Airbus Operations has a target to increase the proportion of women in the
company from 8% to 20%, including 20% of all executive and senior manager
positions. Outreach activities include a girls into engineering and aviation event in
Broughton, a 10 week industrial cadets programme and diversity workshops at
major air shows. The company has a women’s network, a women’s leadership
development programme and highlights female talent via internal TV, magazines
and Recognition of Learning evenings. Emma Holland, who joined as an
apprentice 9 years ago, says. “It’s an amazing feeling knowing that the company
I work for so actively encourages, supports and enables women to develop…
Working for Airbus Operations Ltd in Broughton was the best decision I ever made.”

Atkins
The Faculty of Engineering at Strathclyde is one of the largest, best equipped engineering
faculties in the UK, and the largest in Scotland. We are home to over 4,000 students from
almost 100 countries.

SHORTLISTED

Atkins has said publicly that it aims to have at least a third of board positions
and more than one in five senior grades filled by women by 2015. Women’s
Professional Networks are supported at every site and gender balance plans
have been agreed and endorsed by operational boards to drive change and
foster a more diverse working environment. Atkins, one of the first to roll out
gender bias training for senior staff and many of its senior leaders, including the
Chairman, are very visible and vocal in their support for bringing more women
into engineering. Atkins published Britain’s got talented female engineers, sharing
positive stories from a survey of 300 professional engineers to inspire the next
generation.

PepsiCo UK
In 2009, the PepsiCo UK Operations Leadership Team identified that they had no
females in senior management roles and made this a priority focus. They held focus
groups to understand motivators and potential blockers to progression, developed
a gender diversity strategy and launched a female-focused Leadership Development
Programme. Of the 54 women who have been on the programme so far, 55% have
been promoted. Senior management and director level female representation has
increased to 33%. “The WISE Corporate Leadership Award would endorse the view
that the organisation made the right choice in making this bold gender-focussed
decision.”
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WISE Diversity Award

A real example to other
organisations of what
can be achieved

Sponsored by The Institution of Engineering
and Technology
To recognise organisations reaching women and girls
from diverse backgrounds.

Arup
25-35% of Arup’s recruitment intake is female, well over the national proportion
of female engineers in the UK which is just under 9%. The firm’s diversity
strategy is built into Arup’s operating budget and discussed at every board
meeting. Initiatives include unconscious bias training, a female only mentoring
programme and an extensive diversity review to pinpoint areas where there may
be “microclimates” which need to be addressed. The company has recently
launched Connect Cultures and Connect Out networks, based on the Connect
Women network established in 2009.

Incommunities Group Ltd
The Institution of Engineering and Technology is delighted to be sponsoring the
WISE Diversity Award. The IET is committed to attracting young people from
increasingly diverse backgrounds into the engineering profession.

SHORTLISTED

Incommunities, a major social housing provider in Bradford, uses apprentices as
ambassadors to show through their own experience how construction can be
a positive career choice for women and people from black and minority ethnic
(BME) backgrounds. Of 560 applicants to the 2012 apprenticeship programme,
25% were BME and 5% were female. The region’s first ever female Muslim gas
plumber apprentice went on to win the company’s overall Apprentice of the Year
in 2012. Delroy Beverley, chief executive of the property side of the business says
it is now normal to see female trades people working on their sites: “Something
we are very proud of and a real example to other organisations of just what can
be achieved.”

Institute of Physics
Few learned societies can match the level of funds and resources which the
Institute of Physics has committed to diversity programmes over the past 11
years. Project Juno has improved the position of women employed in university
physics departments, whilst the Stimulating Physics Network (SPN) has
addressed physics teaching in secondary schools. Schools involved in this
network showed a 17% increase in the number of girls progressing to AS Level
physics within a single year. Teacher Jessica Hamer from Hounslow said, “The
contact has been invaluable in raising the profile of physics and engineering within
the school as a whole, including the under-representation of girls.”
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WISE Media Award

By seeing Lucy as an engineer,
the assumption that women
don’t do that is diminished

Sponsored by The Science & Technology
Facilities Council
A new award for creative use of the media to shape
public attitudes towards women and girls in science,
technology or engineering.
It is Rocket Science
BBC Radio 4

It Is Rocket Science is a stand up comedy show created by women and
presented by women. It goes out of its way to talk about the achievements of
women in space exploration. The aim of the show (in addition to being funny), is
to champion lesser known people involved in the advancement of space science
and to enthuse an audience who might not consider the subject exciting or even
comprehensible. The radio show has led to spin-off live events such as Helen
Keen’s Spacetacular variety show, where female speakers always make up at
least 50% of the performers.
STFC is delighted to sponsor the WiSE media award because it supports our strategic
theme of inspiring and involving the public, especially the young, in Science and
Engineering, and also our own efforts to attract more women to work in STEM.

Dr Lucy Rogers
Lucy tweets about STEM subjects, encouraging her 8,000 followers to go outside
and wave to the International Space Station as it passes overhead. Her book
It’s Only Rocket Science is recommended reading on UK and US astronautical
courses. She promotes engineering to the public via her own website, regular TV
and radio appearances, podcasts and blogs for other organisations including the
Women’s Institute. She does all this for fun, inspiring people who are not scientists
to pass on factoids to their children or to get involved themselves. “By seeing
Lucy as an engineer, the assumption that “women don’t do that” is diminished.”

SHORTLISTED

The Life Scientiﬁc
BBC Radio 4
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It is Rocket Science

Dr Lucy Rogers

The Life Scientiﬁc

Helen Keen (Writer & Performer)
Miriam Underhill (Writer)
Susy Kane (Performer)
Peter Serafinowicz (Performer)
Gareth Edwards (Producer)

Fellow of the
Institution of
Mechanical Engineers
@DrLucyRogers
www.lucyrogers.com

Production Team: (L–R)
Maria Simons (Production Coordinator)
Anna Buckley (Producer)
Deborah Cohen (Editor)
Andrew Luck-Baker (Producer)
Geraldine Fitzgerald (Producer)
Michelle Martin (Producer)
Pamela Rutherford (Producer)

The Life Scientific has been committed to having an even number of female and
male guests since the series began in 2011. Along with famous scientists such as
Jocelyn Bell-Burnell and Nancy Rothwell, the programme has championed less
well known women who have produced ground-breaking work in their field. The
producers hope to inspire others to feature more female scientists in roles that are
not just “the token woman” in a programme full of men.
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WISE Leader Award

Her creative energy made
a huge contribution

Sponsored by AWE

For an individual champion of female talent in science,
technology, engineering or mathematics.

Nela Brown
Queen Mary University of London
Nela, a PhD researcher in the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, set up G. Hack, a hacking club for girls. She established links with
FLOSSIE, a network for women interested in open technology, who held their
2012 Conference at QMUL. In September, Nela became the first student member
of the British Computer Society Women’s committee, where she has presented to
female CIOs and runs a working group on mentoring. “G.Hack greatly enhanced
the confidence and public profile of female students and her creative energy made
a huge contribution to FLOSSIE 2012. Overall, she is an influential and
indefatigable advocate for women”, says Paula Graham, Director of Flossbox.

Professor Valerie Gibson
University of Cambridge
As a centre of scientific, engineering and technological excellence, AWE values and
promotes diversity in STEM subjects. AWE commends everyone who inspires women
and girls to follow their STEM dream.

SHORTLISTED

Val is an internationally recognised particle physicist renowned for her
co-discovery of CP symmetry violation – an important finding which sheds light
on the very existence of matter in our universe. Val uses her position as a senior
professor to exert considerable influence to advance the careers of women
scientists. As Chair of the Personnel Committee for the Cavendish Laboratory
at the University of Cambridge, she led successful bids to obtain Project Juno
Champion status and an Athena Swan Silver Award, making Cavendish one of the
first physics departments to be recognised in this way. Val intends to work with
the Rutherford Education Project to investigate possible gender effects in problem
solving and mathematical skills at A Level and beyond.

Tricia Goodchild
University of Northampton

Nela Brown
Queen Mary University
of London
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University of
Cambridge

Tricia Goodchild
University of
Northampton

Tricia is the STEM Diversity Co-ordinator at the University of Northampton and
has been working tirelessly to encourage females into science and engineering
for over 15 years, ranging from infants to postgraduates. “The personal touch has
paid off, with a high proportion of females mentored by Tricia going on to achieve
a first class honours. These women are now in full time employment, actively
supporting Tricia by hosting workshops and giving talks to students” says Julia
Schumacher from Northamptonshire Enterprise Partnership.
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WISE Advisor Award

Assisting me to aspire to
the forefront of science

Sponsored by The Institution Of Civil Engineers
Acknowledging the key role played by teachers, advisors
and mentors.

Kathryn Boulton-Pratt
Sheffield High School
Kathryn, Assistant Head of Science at Sheffield High School, instils girls with a
sense of self-belief and confidence in their ability and potential. Science exam
results have improved, more girls choose science A levels and over 40% go on to
study a wide range of STEM subjects at University. Kathryn delivers Saturday
morning sessions on science and engineering to primary school children from
disadvantaged backgrounds and encourages girls to get involved in STEM clubs,
competitions and activities outside the classroom. Former pupil Amy Wilson, aged
18, gave her a glowing testimonial: “Mrs Boulton-Pratt’s help has opened doors that
are assisting me to aspire to be at the forefront of science. I am one of the hundreds,
if not thousands of students that she has encouraged into science and engineering
courses.”

The Institution of Civil Engineers is proud to sponsor the WISE Advisor Award in recognition
of the crucial role played by teachers, lecturers and careers professionals in enthusing and
encouraging young female engineers and scientists at the start of their careers.

Eileen Cockburn
Tain Royal Academy
Currently on secondment at Tain Royal Academy, Eileen’s nomination relates to
her role as physics and guidance teacher at Grantown Grammar, a comprehensive
school in the Scottish Highlands where she is a physics and guidance teacher. With
Miss Cockburn’s support at Grantown, girls are actively involved in the school’s
Young Engineering Club which has won recognition and respect through national
competitions. Eileen was nominated by one of her pupils, Charlotte Kerr, who is
now studying civil engineering at University. “Before Miss Cockburn, I really disliked
physics. It is my best subject now.”

SHORTLISTED

Margaret Heslin
King’s College London

Kathryn
Boulton-Pratt
Sheffield High School
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Eileen Cockburn

Margaret Heslin

Tain Royal Academy

King’s College London

Maragaret, a researcher at the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London,
created an Award for Young Women in Science for 15–18 year olds, with a prize
of a week’s work experience in the Research centre and a year’s mentoring from
herself. Whilst still finishing her PhD, Margaret has supervised four female
undergraduates, three university placement schemes and a summer internship.
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WISE Girl Award

I felt immensely
proud

Sponsored by Intel

For a girl under 18 years of age whose outstanding
achievements will inspire other girls to feel passionate
about science, technology, engineering or mathematics.

Holly Giles
Holly shares her enthusiasm for science via her blog myscielog, covering
everything from stargazing to human evolution. When she set up a charity project
at school, Holly was inundated with requests from junior pupils who had come
across her through the blog – a wonderful testament to its reach and impact.
Her teachers praise her meticulous preparation and follow up, logical approach,
independent thought and natural ability.

Saheefa Ishaq

The WISE awards offer a brilliant (and much needed!) opportunity to inspire and reward
girls and women in their pursuit of careers in STEM. This kind of acknowledgement is
exactly what is needed and we hope that they serve as encouragement for the future and
as a great example to others.

At the age of 13 (the youngest candidate on our shortlist) Saheefa has already
spoken eloquently to local media and school governors about her hopes,
aspirations and passion for science. Saheefa’s contribution to a prize winning
science project took her to an International Science and Engineering Fair in
Phoenix, Arizona. The infectious enthusiasm in her online account of the trip has
inspired others girls. “She is a great advocate for STEM in her peer group and was a
brilliant representative for the UK”, Jo Cox, Head of Science

Clare Rees-Zimmerman
Clare, who composed an orchestral piece to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
the invention of stainless steel, is a talented musician as well as a scientist. She
gave an inspiring presentation to younger girls and their parents about work
experience in chemical engineeering – “I felt immensely proud to have placed the
final piece of this jigsaw en route to finding an efficient way of generating enough
clean drinking water for the whole world. I realised that the role of an engineer is
of colossal importance to society.”

SHORTLISTED

April Selby

Holly Giles
Portsmouth
High School
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Saheefa
Ishaq

Clare ReesZimmerman

The Redmoor
Academy

Sheffield
High School

April Selby
Portsmouth
High School

April is blazing a trail in computer science. In Year 11, she ran a computer club
to inspire younger pupils, teaching them how to program in Scratch and make
a continuous animation. One of the girls borrowed her Lego Mindstorms to
improve her programming knowledge, whilst others downloaded Scratch on their
home computers. As well as her love for computing, April’s teachers describe her
as a star performer in Physics, Mathematics, Further Mathematics and Chemistry
– conscientious, determined and motivated, someone that others turn to for
guidance.
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WISE Apprentice Award

Do a job that
means something

Sponsored by Institution of Mechanical Engineers
and BBC Academy
A new award to inspire girls to choose an apprenticeship
in science, engineering or technology.

Sara-Jayne Barker
Nestlé

By supporting the Apprenticeship category the BBC Academy seeks to motivate today’s
young women to choose interesting and challenging careers, whilst developing the
industry leaders of tomorrow.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers believes that well-designed apprenticeships, developed
with the collaboration of industry, are vital to ensuring the UK has the right skills to support the
country’s engineering and manufacturing industries. Many industry leaders started their working
lives as skilled apprentices and this year the WISE Apprentice of the Year Category did not
disappoint with a range of inspirational women who will undoubtedly be leading our industries
in to the future.

Sara, who left school at 16 to study agricultural engineering, completed an
AS level in engineering in her first year as a modern craft apprentice with Nestle,
creating a portable barbecue and compiling a report on the engineering
department of York Hospital. She loves engineering because “so many
seemingly small or simple components can come together to perform such
complex and magnificent tasks”. As the first female craft apprentice at Nestle
and the first female engineer there in 40 years, Sara is helping schools and
parents to understand what an advanced apprenticeship can offer as a great
alternative to university.

Kirsty Rossington
National Grid
Kirsty, in her final year of a 3 year advanced apprenticeship with National Grid,
impressed MPs on the Science and Technology Select Committee when she was
asked how to get more young women interested in engineering: “I decided to do
an apprenticeship as I could get qualifications and learn a trade at the same time;
to do a job that means something, to be able to go to work in the morning and
leave knowing I have made a difference to something.”

SHORTLISTED

Hannah Stanbury
Defence Munitions Gosport
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Hannah, one of only two female apprentices in training at the Ministry of Defence
establishment Defence Munitions Gosport, achieved star distinction in level 3
BTEC National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering and is now studying for the
Higher National Certificate. “Hannah is by far the hardest working and determined
student we have” says Apprentice Training Officer Kevin Haydock. Hannah led a
mostly male team in the Brathay Apprentice Challenge and became poster girl
for the local college prospectus, to encourage other young people to choose
engineering.
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WISE Excellence Award
Sponsored by Thales

For a woman at the start of her career, showing potential
to become a leader in STEM. The winner will receive a
cash prize of £1000.

Rachael Brennan

A STEM career gives me the
stable future and ability to
provide for my daughter

Cavendish Nuclear
Rachael finds working as a safety specialist in the nuclear industry rewarding as she
is helping to make a difference by cutting down on carbon emissions and cleaning
up old facilities. As a graduate trainee with the Hazard Management Team, she
reviewed emergency arrangements at UK nuclear sites in response to the events at
Fukushima and gained the highest mark ever achieved on the company’s professional
development programme. Rachel would use the prize money to support a young
woman who shows promise in STEM subjects with course fees, books, equipment
and travel. “ I would love the opportunity to inspire others and show you don’t
just have to be an engineer, or in fact male, to have a successful career in STEM
industries.”

Jo Carris
Useful Simple Projects
Thales believes in recognising and promoting the fantastic achievements of women in
the early stages of their STEM careers in order to encourage and inspire all generations,
present and future.

SHORTLISTED

Jo is a Senior Sustainability Consultant, driven by a desire to address some of the
big challenges we face due to waste, pollution, energy and use of raw materials.
She helped to improve recycling rates at the Olympic Park, worked on a carbon
footprint strategy for the Brazilian World Cup and a sustainability strategy for the
Rio Olympics. If she wins the award, Jo will use cash to pay for a workshop on
sustainability careers for talented girls taking STEM subjects at AS Level, which
she plans to organise in her own time. “Sustainable design and construction
crosses science, technology, engineering and mathematics, but it is not a
profession that school students or careers advisors know much about.”

Jamie-Leigh Clayton
Parsons Brinckerhoff

Rachael Brennan

Jo Carris

Cavendish Nuclear

Useful Simple Projects

Jamie-Leigh
Clayton
Parsons Brinckerhoff
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Design Engineer Jamie entered the profession as an apprentice, passing her ONC
with distinction. She designed safety signalling systems to control the movement
of trains on the Victoria Line and worked on the expansion of Oxford Road station
in Manchester. “I’m not just doing this for myself, having a STEM career gives me
the stable future and ability to provide for my daughter and for us both to have
fulfilling lives.” Jamie would use the prize money to pay for further training and
to set up a railway women’s network within Parsons Brinckerhoff and its parent
company, Balfour Beatty.
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WISE Enterprise & Innovation
Award
Sponsored by Atkins

For a talented female innovator, inventor or entrepreneur.

Dr Julie C Barnes

You don’t have to have a
career in medicine to make a
real difference in saving lives

Julie is co-founder and CEO of Abcodia, a biotech company which can be used
to identify markers of cancer. Under Julie’s leadership, the company secured a
global licence for a new test that can detect ovarian cancer up to 2 years ahead
of symptoms. “Julie’s example of how a single woman in STEM can set up a
successful company to save the lives of other women is an inspiration to us all
and illustrates that you do not have to have a career in medicine to make a real
difference in saving lives”, says Fiona Marshall, Heptares Therapeutics. Investment
from Cancer Research UK will allow the company to develop tests for the early
detection of other cancers. Work on pancreatic cancer is already underway.

Kate Craig-Wood

We need people like the nominees to help solve global challenges, such as rapidly
expanding cities, resource shortages, and climate change to translate their fantastic
ideas into reality.

SHORTLISTED

Kate set up Memset, an IT company offering virtual servers and cloud computing
services, when she was 26. The company is on target to achieve £4.2m turnover
this year, having started in 2002 above her mother’s garage with just £3,000.
Through her PhD research in cloud computing at the University of Surrey, Kate
has reduced the energy footprint of the company’s virtual servers, making Memset
market leader of low carbon hosting services. Having been taught computer
programming by her father at the age of 9, she uses her profile to help get more
girls interested in science and technology at school.

Fiona Nielsen
Fiona founded and is CEO of DNA Digest - a bioinformatics platform which
enables researchers to share genomic data without compromising the
confidentiality of patients or data owners. Researchers collect such data when
investigating a specific disease, but often need access to larger data sets before
they can make a valid analysis. Fiona established DNA Digest as a not for profit
company because she believes that genomic data should be available to all.

Dr Anne Young
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Dr Anne
Young
UCL Eastman
Dental Institute

Anne, the first female Reader at University College London’s Biomaterials and
Tissue Engineering Eastman Dental Institute, has developed innovative materials
for tooth and bone repair. She holds three patents and has secured around £1.5
million to develop materials that will reduce tooth pain and decay, cutting down
on dental visits, use of local anaesthesia and tooth removal. These materials have
been adapted for use in the treatment of osteoporosis.
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WISE Lifetime Achievement
Award

She has changed
the face of computer
science in the UK

Sponsored by Microsoft

Professor Elizabeth Kuipers

For a woman who has made a significant difference
to science, industry or society as a whole and inspired
other women to follow in her footsteps.

Elizabeth has pioneered psychological therapies for psychosis which reduce
expensive stays in hospital, promotes recovery and helps people with serious
mental illness to stay well for longer. NICE approved guidelines based on her work
have been independently rated as the best in the world. Elizabeth has been a role
model in combining a successful clinical and academic career with family life
in what remains, at senior level, a male-dominated profession. She started an
“Inspiring Women” campaign at the Institute of Psychiatry, including a
photographic exhibition of female professors and podcasts from researchers and
students describing the women scientists who have inspired them.

King’s College London

Professor Ursula Martin
Queen Mary University London
Microsoft is proud to sponsor the WISE Lifetime Achievement Award because we
recognise the importance of celebrating outstanding women who have not only
excelled in their own STEM careers, but who will undoubtedly inspire the next
generation of young female talent.

SHORTLISTED

Ursula, Professor of Computer Science and former Vice Principal at Queen Mary
University became the UK’s first female professor of computer science at the age
of 36. She has published over fifty research papers in Mathematics and Computer
Science, co-founded the UK’s university and industry advocacy body for
computing research and founded the London Mathematical Society’s Women in
Mathematics Committee. Ursula has led numerous activities to stimulate
interdisciplinary research between Mathematics, Computer Science and
Engineering. “A whole generation of women owe their careers to Ursula, she has
changed the face of computer science in the UK” said Bertille Calinaud, QMUL

Dr. Uschi Steigenberger
Science & Technology Facilities Council
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Science & Technology
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Uschi, Consultant Scientist at the Science & Technology Facilities Council, became the first female Division head at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory’s ISIS
Facility in 1984. She was instrumental in developing ISIS into a world-leading
facility, which has given the UK a leading edge in the field of neutron scattering
which has been emulated in billion dollar investments in Japan, the USA and
China. Uschi has taken a personal interest in encouraging female colleagues, with
the result that 3 out of 6 Division Heads at ISIS in recent years were women.
She has taken an active part in the Institute of Physic’s research into women in
physics, which led to the development of the Juno project.
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The Range Rover Evoque
WISE Scholarship

Thank you to the WISE Awards 2013 sponsors

The Range Rover Evoque WISE Scholarship was set up in 2013 by Jaguar Land
Rover, in partnership with WISE, to support a female student or apprentice
choosing to study engineering. The winner will receive £1000 per year for three
years of her course and be allocated a mentor from JLR and WISE. The scholarship
was launched at the Royal Windsor Horse Show by Zara Phillips, with a promotional
video featuring HRH The Queen during her World War II placement with the
Auxiliary Territorial Services. The winner of the scholarship will act as an
ambassador and role model to inspire other girls to go into engineering. Harriet
Vickers impressed the judges with her commitment: explaining that she was
attracted to engineering by the creativity aspect, the opportunity to change the
world we live in and the fact that you get to work closely with clients to come up
with design proposals which meet their requirements. Harriet also gave a
considered and confident presentation on how she would engage girls and women
with National Women in Engineering Day, 23 June 2014. Applications for the 2014
scholarship will open after Easter.
To find out more please contact WISE on 01274 724009 or
email info@wisecampaign.org.uk

2013 WINNER

Harriet Vickers
General
Engineering (MEng)
student,
Durham University
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Please contact us to discuss sponsorship opportunities for the WISE Awards
2014, the year of our 30th anniversary.

01274 724009 info@wisecampaign.org.uk www.wisecampaign.org.uk

